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Jack Bernard with some of the artificial eyes he makes. He gets great satisfaction out of helping his clients to rebuild their self-esteem with their new appearance
his is a story about a champion
horse, a Ferrari, an eviscerated
eye, a spool of red veins and a
gun. It could be a Quentin
Tarantino piece, set in Las Vegas, but
it’s not – it plays out in Darrenwood,
South Africa.
The place is like a takeaway joint,
but you can’t buy a Big Mac or fries. All
you can get there are eyes – blue eyes
with a touch of winter ringing the iris,
or brown ones, shot through with extra
red veining.
Welcome to Jack Bernard’s – it is
where you drive in at 9am and drive out
at 3.30pm with a brand new eye and
self-esteem that has been supersized.
For 40 years, Bernard has been making artificial eyes. If you think for a
moment that it’s only floppy-faced
Uncle Whatshisname who had a false
eye, think again, because you wouldn’t
be able to pick out most of the people
who wear Bernard’s prosthetics.
He sits in front of me. His eye contact doesn’t waver and his voice is
peanut-butter safe. He opens a photograph album, sharing the pictures of
the people whose lives he has changed
– not that he would admit to such an
extraordinary contribution, but pleasure sparkles in his eyes as he points to
patients and remembers their stories.
The photographs in the first album
track the life of a one-eyed, vanillahaired toddler into a blue-eyed robust
young man whom you feel Simon Cowell would have liked to have discovered,
such is the charisma and joie de vivre
that radiates from him.
When we leaf through the second
album on Bernard’s lap and he flips
through his mental filing system, he
can recall only one patient who lost her
eye through abuse – a young woman
who made up a story about her eye
being accidentally removed in order to
protect the fist that really did the damage. But most of his patients have nonviolent narratives attached to the loss
of their eyes. There’s a pretty teenager
whose brother shot her in the eye with
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The eye-opener
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Isabella Morris meets Jack Bernard,a man with an unusual occupation – he makes artificial eyes
a pellet gun, a mistake. And then there
were the random happenings – a pillow
fight, a fast cricket ball, an exploding
bottle of cool drink, a golf ball, a misplaced elbow. But cancer has been the
greediest thief of eyes.
“A premature baby can be born with
an undeveloped eye – they can’t see
through it and the eye doesn’t develop
properly,” Bernard says, pointing to the
portrait of a family on their first visit
to him. The mother’s eyes were bruised
pink from fatigue and yet she was smiling. “Her husband told me that it was
the first time she had stopped crying
since their daughter was born,” he
remembers.
And it is with these young patients
that Bernard develops a bond. Over the
years, they will visit him regularly
because the artificial eye has to be
replaced as the child grows. He points
to the photograph of a young boy, a former street urchin who begged at a
robot nearby.
“He used to beg with a balaclava
pulled down over that side of his face.
We managed to convince him to let us
fit him with a new eye,” Bernard taps
the picture of the boy grown up.
“He pitched up here one day out of
the blue and said: ‘I need a new eye; the
other one’s too small now.’ So we gave
him a new eye. He’s no longer homeless
and he’s got a job.”
An ocularist is unlikely to be listed
on any vocation guide for young adults
choosing careers and Bernard says
there are only 21 ocularists in South
Africa. “I really fell into it. I was an
engineer and then I started manufac-

Dental plastics, acrylic paint powders and cotton thread are used to make the eyes
turing contact lenses.” The doctor he
was working with was moving down to
the Cape and he said: “Why don’t you
make the artificial eyes, Jack. You
know what to do.” Bernard says: “It
was a challenge and I enjoyed it.”
If you were led into Bernard’s consulting room, you would be hard
pressed to guess his occupation. There
are the sharp silver forceps and probes
that are used by both dentists and
manufacturing jewellers and a full
range of artists’ paint brushes fanned

out on top of his desk. When he opens
some containers, there is the fresh-plaster smell of Betadine and the sharp
smack of an acrylic nail bar. Then you
see the eyes.
Artificial eyes are not round and
they don’t resemble the illustrations of
the eyes we see in surgeries. In fact, an
artificial eye is mostly just a front – an
overlay, like a tooth cap or a false nail.
“I always encourage patients to keep
the eyeball intact, even if it is no
longer capable of sight because, when
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you maintain the integrity of the eyeball and have the natural muscles in
place, it makes it so much easier for the
artificial eye to function.”
Originally, artificial eyes were made
of wood and then glass, but now it is
acrylics and dental plastics and that is
what you see as the eye – but it’s what
is behind the eye that determines the
functioning of the eye.
When an eye is no longer functional the eyeball is eviscerated – that
means all the inside matter is removed
and an occupier is inserted into the
eyeball to maintain its shape and is
replaced in the socket. “Coral occupiers are excellent because coral is
porous and allows blood to flow
through it,” Bernard says.
The implant is not carried out by an
ocularist but by an ophthalmic surgeon. It takes about six-and-a-half
hours for Bernard to make an artificial
eye and he lets his patients know at the
outset that the first eye probably won’t
be an exact fit; that it’s going to be a
process to make it comfortable. The
manufacturing process is mundane,
the psychological reassurance is not.
“Patients can be very insecure and
afraid, and before I get down to taking
the mould, I spend about a half an hour
just chatting to them, putting them at
ease,” he says. The loss of an eye is
more than the loss of sight; the blow to
a person’s self-esteem and their perception of how they think they’re perceived becomes skewed.
“It’s common for patients to think
that everyone’s looking at them. It’s my
job to create a product that reduces that

self-consciousness,” says Bernard.
“It’s quite common for my patients
to have more than one artificial eye.
I’ve got a patient who has a day eye, a
night eye and then one for the morning
after – it’s got considerably more veining,” he says, smiling.
A sense of humour is essential in
the business of artificial eyes, and
Bernard shows me a box of miniature
stickers. “I had one patient who felt
that his work colleagues were staring
at him, so when he came, I made two
eyes, an ordinary one and one with the
Ferrari logo where the iris should be.
He nearly fell over when he looked
at himself in the mirror, and then he
laughed and he loved it. It broke the ice
when he wore it to work and he didn’t
have to feel self-conscious because his
artificial eye wasn’t a secret.”
Bernard’s young patients typically
receive a Winnie the Pooh or Spiderman eye for a bit of fun.
Bernard uses acrylic paint powders
which he mixes himself to paint the
eye colours onto an iris button.
He uses cotton thread, red or brown,
to create the veins and adds a touch of
yellow to replicate the pterygium in the
corner of the eye. When making the
veins, he places a short strand of cotton
thread onto a glass sheet and uses a
medical needle to tease apart the
strands until he gets a good veining
match.
A mischievous smile plays on
Bernard’s mouth when I ask him if he
has only ever made human eyes. He
shows me the photograph of a marmalade cat called Max, but he leans
back in his chair and remembers
another animal: “When I first started
in the business, I had a beautiful champion horse as a patient who got distracted by crowds, so we made him two
artificial eye coverings, which he
couldn’t see through, allowing him to
perform without distraction,” he says,
adding that he might have been the one
who was hoodwinked.
“I think it might have been illegal.”
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